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REBOOTING COMPUTING

A couple of decades after the invention of the 
transistor, the engineering community devel-
oped the integrated circuit to create computers 
out of large numbers of transistors. The initial 

invention launched an industry whose reinvested prof-
its scaled up component count by a factor of a million—a 
growth principle now known as Moore’s law1—and the 
computers built with them changed the world.

A few decades later, physicists and mathematicians 
came up with a new computing device called the qubit, 
which has the tantalizing, albeit unproven, potential to 
similarly change the world. Researchers have created 
small-scale prototype quantum computers and are now 
working with IEEE with the intent of making full-sized 
systems.

To better understand the current 
approach to quantum computer 
scale-up, let’s   rst look at how tran-
sistors morphed into integrated cir-
cuits, and how integrated circuits 
then morphed into the colossus of 
classical computation today. In this 
column, we show a way forward that 

combines new quantum computer benchmarks with the 
processes used for semiconductor scaling. 

SCALING UP MANUFACTURING
In some cases, scalability is easy to see. Figure 1a is a planar 
integrated semiconductor circuit, and Figure 1b is an inte-
grated qubit circuit. They look pretty much the same, so we 
might assume that both will scale according to Moore’s law. 
While this could be true, there’s more to the story. 

Figure 1c shows an earlier “� ying-wire” integrated 
semiconductor circuit, with the transistors integrated as 
they are today but hooked up with gold wires above the 
surface. Manufacturing a million-component � ying-wire 
integrated circuit would require placing millions of tiny 
gold wires during manufacture.
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The gold chandelier-like con� gura-
tion in Figure 1d is the support struc-
ture of a quantum computer research 
demonstration, with the � gure’s qu-
bit chip mounted at the bottom. The 
chandelier connects the cryogenically 
cooled quantum computer components 
to various stages of control electron-
ics and then to the room-temperature 
electronics at the top. Scaling up the 
quantum computer from 7 qubits 
to 1 million qubits would require a 
proportional increase in the chande-
lier’s complexity. Imagine scaling up 
the � ying-wire chip or chandelier by 
100,000×. They would become huge 
masses of mechanical structures that 
not only would be di�  cult to manufac-
ture but would also contain numerous 
parts that could break during opera-
tion. It’s apparent from just looking at 
them that they won’t scale. However, 
the planar and qubit chips do have a 
tidy structure that looks like it will 
scale, and, in fact, these types of struc-
tures can be manufactured at scale. 
However, the quantum computer 
demonstration combines the chande-
lier and qubit chip, so the combined 
structure won’t scale. No quantum 
computer design scales. Therefore, we 
need a better design.

SCALING UP FUNCTION
Planar integrated circuits such as 
those in Figure 1a are manufactured 
similarly to Henry Ford’s assembly 
line for making large volumes of au-
tomobiles; however, another type of 
scalability arrived on the scene, be-
coming the key to computers’ colossal 
impact on the world. We initially as-
sumed that the size of each transistor 
would not change. This meant that 
chips with more complex functions 
would require more transistors—
which would use more area, leading 
to fewer chips per wafer and more 
defects per chip. This led to cost–
complexity curves such as those in 

Figure 2a, where the optimal point is 
at the bottom of each curve. 

However, Gordon Moore’s 1965 ar-
ticle1 reported results from a sequence 
of several generations of integrated 
circuits that created more complex 
functions from one generation to the 
next, yet with the functions occupy-
ing the same chip area because the 
transistors were simultaneously get-
ting smaller. Under this condition, the 
cost–complexity curves reproduced in 

Figure 2a moved toward both lower 
cost per component and more compo-
nents per chip. On the basis of these 
assumptions, Moore predicted that 
the number of transistors that could 
be placed on each single die on a wa-
fer would increase exponentially to 
65,000 by 1975, as shown in Figure 2b. 
This exponential improvement is now 
called Moore’s law.

If quantum computers were to scale 
up exponentially, it would be due to a 

Semiconductor integrated-circuit examples

Solid-state structures that are known to scale

Fragile structure in the third dimension
limits scalability

Quantum computer examples

(a) (b)
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Figure 1. Scalable (a) semiconductor circuit (planar integrated circuit circa 1971 [555 
timer]; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/555_timer_IC) and (b) qubit integrated circuit 
(IBM 7 qubit chip, at the bottom of the chandelier; https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk
/computing/hardware/tiny-quantum-computer-simulates-big-molecules). However, 
the qubit integrated circuit is just part of a quantum computer. (c) Flying-wire inte-
grated circuit (Credit: Mark Richards. Courtesy of the Computer History Museum) and 
(d) quantum computer chandelier (dilution refrigerator cold stage; https://spectrum
.ieee.org/computing/hardware/europe-will-spend-1-billion-to-turn-quantum-physics
-into-quantum-technology), neither of which is scalable in manufacture because of the 
fragile structure in the third dimension. Therefore, the quantum computer comprising 
(b) and (d) is not scalable because of the chandelier. 
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different effect. Quantum computer 
components must be very precise to 
support quantum entanglement, but 
quantum entanglement can give ex-
ponential quantum speedup in some 
cases, or performance on specific prob-
lems that rises exponentially as the 
number of qubits increases. Quantum 
computers could scale exponentially 
if quantum chips could hold just one 
more qubit from one generation to the 
next—or if the qubits could be more 
precise from one generation to the next.

EFFECT OF MATERIALS
Bipolar transistors dominated the ini-
tial production of integrated circuits be-
cause they were faster and smaller than 
metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) tran-
sistors, but bipolar transistors had an 
intrinsic scaling problem. Despite many 
attempts, it wasn’t possible to reduce the 
number of defects in bipolar chips to 
MOS levels. This led to a market advan-
tage for MOS, and, by 1975, MOS prod-
ucts had conquered the chip market.

Qubits have similar materials is-
sues. The equivalent to the competition 
between bipolar and MOS transistors is 

Josephson junction (transmon) qubits, 
quantum dot qubits, and other types. 
All qubits are subject to decoherence—a 
loss of information when the engi-
neered qubits interact with impurities 
in the material. The impurities become 
extra, parasitic qubits and produce er-
rors when they couple too strongly with 
the engineered qubits.

The quest to reduce decoherence 
caused by materials impurities paral-
lels the quest to reduce defects in bipo-
lar and MOS transistors. Nobody cur-
rently knows how much decoherence 
can be reduced in any type of qubit, so 
nobody knows which type of qubit will 
be the most scalable in the long run.

REPEATING LESSONS 
FROM SEMICONDUCTOR 
SCALABILITY
What would it take to apply the process 
used to develop scalable semiconduc-
tors to quantum computers? The pro-
cess includes manufacturing, func-
tion, and materials considerations, as 
described above. However, there are 
other issues, as Moore’s short article 
detailed:1

 › cost,
 › reliability,
 › material (silicon),
 › yield,
 › complexity,
 › die size,
 › interconnection space,
 › heat,
 › speed,
 › power per unit area,
 › design automation, and
 › linear & RF.

The difference in design objectives 
between semiconductors and qubits 
isn’t mysterious. David DiVincenzo 
documented the objectives for gate-
type quantum computers,2 and his 
objectives are well accepted by the 
quantum computing community as 
the following “DiVincenzo criteria”:

1. A scalable physical system with 
well-characterized qubits.

2. The ability to initialize the state 
of the qubits to simple fiducial 
state, such as to |000…>.

3. A “universal” set of quantum 
gates.
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Figure 2. Data from (a) Moore’s article1 that supports (b) extrapolating optimum chip size to future years. The graph in (a) has been 
largely forgotten in public discourse, with the graph in (b) coming to represent Moore’s law. However, the data will need to be reas-
sessed for quantum computers before they can be considered scalable—if they actually are destined to be scalable.
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4. Long relevant decoherence 
times, much longer than the 
gate-operation time.

5. A qubit-specific measurement 
capability.

The first DiVincenzo criterion uses 
the phrase “scalable physical system,” 
which is essentially a three-word de-
scription of Moore’s criterion and the 
enormous infrastructure developed 
by the semiconductor industry for 
managing computer system scale-up. 
We suggest that combining Moore’s 
list with the DiVincenzo criteria would 
generate appropriate design objectives 
for scalable quantum computers.

QUANTUM COMPUTER 
BENCHMARKS
Efforts toward quantum computer 
scale-up started informally a few 
years ago, but were the topic of a more 
formal meeting 30–31 August 2018 
among IEEE, representatives of the 
nascent quantum computer industry, 
and the US government. The smooth 
roadmap curves that plot metrics such 
as memory density and clock rate ar-
en’t appropriate for the earlier stage of 
quantum computers. So instead, the 
meeting participants developed the 
tentative matrix of quantum computer 
benchmarks shown in Table 1, which 
differentiates between the potential 
uses of quantum computing and the 
levels of engineering required to real-
ize them. When this table is eventually 
filled in with specific metrics—some 
yet to be developed—and accepted by 
a consensus of the relevant parties, the 
resulting benchmarks will enable new 
insights into the progress of scaling up 
quantum computers.

We don’t know whether quan-
tum computers are destined 
to satisfy the applications- 

level expectations being bandied about 
from the media to the halls of Con-
gress. There’s a big gap between current 
small-scale prototypes and the millions 
of qubits required by proposed applica-
tions. The best hope lies in R&D to im-
prove existing qubit designs until one 
or more approaches become scalable. 
Some of the world’s largest companies 
are competing with one another and 
with well-funded start-ups to address 
the issues. However, the development 
of large-scale quantum computers 
might end up being too difficult for a 
single company. Our recent meeting 
recognizes that the IEEE community 
can work together to raise the probabil-
ity of success. 
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TABLE 1. Tentative benchmark hierarchy.

Benchmark level Gate-type quantum computer Quantum annealer Classical computer for reference
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Device Decoherence time Decoherence time Gain
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Figure 2. Data from (a) Moore’s article1 that supports (b) extrapolating optimum chip size to future years. The graph in (a) has been 
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